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Dear BYOV Families, Members and Supporters,

Welcome to this installment of the BYO-Graph, our email newsletter! This is
our place to share what our musicians have been up to, highlight
accomplishments of our members, and provide a platform for presenting
helpful tips and motivation for further developing your skills as a musician.
We hope you enjoy reading our articles and checking out our photos! 

While we are so disappointed that our season was cut short so abruptly, we are dedicated
to staying in touch with our members. We are working diligently to follow local news and
health related updates so that we can best plan for the beginning of our next season.
While we are faced with so much uncertainty when it comes to planning rehearsals and
performances, we know one thing for sure - BYOV will be ready to hit the ground making
music as soon as it is safe and possible to do so! 

Thank you all for your continued support, past and present. I am looking forward to to
seeing and hearing you all soon. Our community and the world at large NEED your music! 

Sincerely,
Dr. Elizabeth Richards
Executive Director

 The year 2022 marks 50 YEARS of BYOV!  BYOV traces its roots back to the Tidewater
Youth Symphony, formed in 1972. Check out this photo from their debut concert. Stay

tuned for big plans to celebrate this momentous birthday for our wonderful organization.

2020-2021 SEASON UPDATE
By: Helen Martell, Symphony Orchestra Conductor and Music Director & Elizabeth

Richards, Executive Director

Congratulations to our new BYOV members! We are so happy to have you in our
ensembles and were so impressed by the quality of auditions this year. We cannot wait to
make music with you!  BYOV attracts the best student musicians in Hampton Roads. You
challenge, support, and connect with each other while discovering and performing
incredible music. We also want to welcome back to all of our returning members and say a
special hello to our alumni, supporters, friends, and music teachers! 
 
As we look ahead to next season, we will attempt to answer some FAQ's .
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Grace Jordan (retired)
Andrea Kinnear (retired)
Gregg Koumbis
Janet Kriner, lifetime member

ANNOUNCEMENT! 
BYOV has retired a number
of its Board Members this
season. Interested in sharing
your passion and energy with
us while serving the young
musicians of BYOV. Contact
our Executive Director at
richards.byov@gmail.com
to inquire about joining the
Board of Directors as a
volunteer. We are seeking all
interested family members
and would love to have some
representation of our band
members with BYOV Band
parents.

When will Bay Youth Orchestras of Virginia begin rehearsing?   
We are watching carefully to see what our local health authorities and school districts
decide to do with gathering for student programs. As soon as it is safe to do so, BYOV will
resume rehearsals with the mandated regulations for safe gathering in place. We would
love to provide you with some tentative dates, but given the rise in new COVID cases
lately, this is difficult to do. The situation changes daily and we are listening!

What will rehearsals look like? 
During this time, the performing arts are being re-imagined. We anticipate that the way we
operate next season will look quite different, but the music will be the same! When it is
safe to rehearse, we will follow social distancing guidelines - placed 6 feet apart, wearing
masks, one person per stand, in rows instead of semicircles. If our large ensembles are
not able to rehearse right away, we may first gather in sectionals or smaller groups. We
promise that when we do meet, we will have high quality rehearsals with fantastic
repertoire and excited conductors while operating safely!

Where will we rehearse?
We are not sure yet. We are not clear whether our normal rehearsal locations will be
available to us, as schools have not made decisions about the fall semester but have
mentioned that outside organizations may not be permitted to use the buildings after
hours. However, we have been in touch with over a dozen possible non-public school
rehearsal venues that have space that could accommodate us. Social distancing practices
would make it difficult for full 80-piece ensembles to rehearse, but we imagine phasing in
our rehearsals with early distribution of music and sectionals first. There may even be
some virtual rehearsals in preparation for group gathering. 

Will we be able to have concerts?
That will certainly be the goal. This will depend on the availability of our concert venues
and the practices put in place by them. We are in touch with all of the areas venues and
will be the first to know when the halls are open to the public for booking concert
performances. We are also considering digitally streamed concert performances for safer
concert-going practices.

How much will tuition be?
Once we have set dates for beginning instruction, BYOV will develop new tuition rates for
each ensemble based on our offerings. We will still offer our tuition assistance program for
families that qualify. At this time, no tuition money is being collected and a simple
registration holds your spot to participate.

What if I am not comfortable participating?
We respect every individual families right to decide whether they feel safe to participate.
Some may feel comfortable gathering while others would prefer to wait until there is a
vaccination for COVID. Members will be able to decide when they are comfortable
participating and choosing to wait, even if you choose to wait until the following season,
will not jeopardize your membership.

What will the schedule be?
As we are all experiencing, we are required to be flexible and reasonable with our
expectations. While we cannot select exact dates for our performances, our ideal season
would include the following:

Live sectionals/rehearsals - December
Concerto Competition - December
Concerto Concert - February
Winter Concert - late February
Finale Concerts - May
Spring Auditions - June
             
We hope that this answers some of your questions and gives you a sense of what we are
envisioning. We are certainly hopeful and looking forward to these possibilities! The
thought of hearing you all perform together again keeps us motivated and pushing forward
to make it possible. :)

HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF YOUR 
ZOOM LESSONS

By: Brad Shedd, Jr. Strings & String Orchestras Assistant Conductor
 
We are certainly living in interesting times! In particular, it is a challenge to do the "art of

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xg7kMpL3_dV9jyRQyLcnZQD5VAgbmQcFhCZpYXW9XZbYejQJ182LY-gBZOcCEpBGaatWyqZCKw8D77MMxOifgtnwdCWOzNgCuXL35Dn8GhPELcbpUm0mYZAA3T1IABKuo7E-pUAC0Eh0Tef-doJDq3yaynWIRUjmGxKJTIqOpH4Of1SqbhIvVQ==&c=&ch=


music" in isolation! We depend so much on direct interaction to help us perform and
receive instruction. That being said, there is still MUCH that can be learned through virtual
lessons. However, it is truly an "art" to get the most out of your digital instruction. Here are
some practical guidelines:
 
Preparation
It is vitally important to be fully prepared for the moment you actually turn on the phone or
computer! First, make sure your room is ready. Imagine what your teacher is going to see
as they look through your camera. Does the area look clean and clear, or are there
numerous distractions? Is your space well-lit and relatively free of interruptions?

Also, make sure that your camera is at the right angle. Your teacher needs the distance to
be not too close or too far away but at a distance where it is easy to see both hands and
how the bow contacts the strings. Teachers can solve problems quickly when they can
see all of the components at once!
Practically, is your instrument in tune? Do you have enough rosin on your bow? Is all of
your music readily available? These are all important for "in person" lessons, but they are
vital for effective and efficient "virtual" lessons!
 
Actual Lesson
The biggest challenges with a digital platform are potential issues with the internet
connection, possible delay between the sound and the video, and the inability to play or
communicate simultaneously. Make sure that you have the best Internet speed possible
for your lesson. Most importantly, be very sensitive to stop playing as soon as your teacher
as something to say. You cannot keep playing while your teacher is giving you verbal
instruction. Listen carefully, but also ask as many questions as needed to make sure you
fully understand!
 
Follow-Up
This really applies to the follow-up after ANY kind of instruction. It is often very useful to
have your own handbook or notebook where you can write down all of the important
assignments your teacher has given you along with noting all of the key instructions or
corrections you recall your teacher mentioning during the lesson. The best time to write
things down is immediately after the lesson while everything is fresh! Keeping notes will
also give you an opportunity to see if you are improving and to recognize the instructions
that your teacher seems to repeatedly give you. These are the areas where you especially
want to concentrate!
 
In summary, while these are definitely challenging times, yet these can be some of the
most fruitful opportunities for you to grow. For many of us, there are fewer outside
distractions to keep us from practicing, and the "inside distractions" just need to be turned
off! Set some clear goals on the pieces or skills you want to learn during this time, and
eventually you will be amazed to see how much you truly accomplished during this
"Pandemic Pause"!!

WOMEN BANDING TOGETHER

By: Laura Johnson, Wind Symphony Assistant

Upon completing my master's thesis "Gender-Specific Mentorship for Collegiate Female
Band Directors" this spring, I aspired to create a mentorship opportunity for women in the
wind band field. With the extra "time" that quarantine provided, I began meeting with
colleagues to brainstorm methods in which we could improve mentorship in our field.
These virtual meetings with Virginia Allen (retired Army band conductor and current
Juilliard faculty member), Jenny L. Neff (Associate Professor of Music Education, Director
of the Master of Music and Summer Music Studies at The University of the Arts), and Lori
Schwartz Reichl (author, educator, consultant, and founder of MakingKeyChanges.com)
brought the group "Women Banding Together" into fruition.

The mission of Women Banding Together (WBT) is to cultivate mentoring relationships
among current, future, and retired women band directors at all levels, including band
directors who identify as female or non-binary. WBT provides a platform to explore unique
issues for women band directors, to connect with women band directors who seek support
in the growth and development of their careers, and to assist anyone of any gender in the
mentorship of current and aspiring women band directors. Since our founding in May, we
have hosted three panel discussions and a virtual happy hour. The topics explored during
our panel discussions have included overcoming professional changes with resilience,
actionable steps to make career changes, and reflecting on our classrooms and
communities through the lens of #BlackLivesMatter. 

In only a few months, Women Banding Together has reached nearly 1,200 people around



the world. Our Facebook page has served as a space for collaboration and the sharing of
a variety of resources. The WBT community has expanded beyond female band directors
to include military musicians, orchestral conductors, as well as aspiring conductors
(including high school and collegiate students!). We have been able to host meaningful
and impactful discussions that have included both men and women in the music field.
These panel discussions and happy hours have created networking opportunities for
hundreds of educators to receive and provide support to one another. It has been an
absolute joy to see the supportive and encouraging community that has formed through
the work of Women Banding Together.

All are welcome to join our community - whether you are a current conductor, aspiring
conductor, or simply support the conducting field - there is a place for you within Women
Banding Together. Please consider visiting and liking our Facebook page as our
upcoming panel discussions, happy hours, as well as additional resources will be shared
on that page. You may also contact any of the co-founders at their websites for further
information. We look forward to connecting with you!

WBT Facebook:  https://www.facebook.com/womenbandingtogether/ 
Virginia Allen: http://www.virginiaallen.com 
Laura Johnson: https://sites.wp.odu.edu/laurajohnson-odu/ 
Jenny L. Neff:  http://www.jennyscreativeedge.com 
Lori Schwartz Reichl:  https://makingkeychanges.com 

The members of Women Banding Together
.

PRACTICE

By: Christina Morton, Jr. Strings & String Orchestra Conductor

PRACTICE-

This is the word most young musicians dread. It is much more fun to PLAY. Practice
requires slowing down, drilling sections and listening harder. All of these take patience,
time and concentration. What could make the idea of practice more appealing? There are
plenty of apps and online programs to help you. But you have to use them. Having a
practice plan is really important or you are just spinning your wheels. To make practice
worth your while- meaning you actually make progress- it is good to have a tool bag of
strategies to overcome the monotony of repetitions, which all successful musicians need,
no matter how talented, so you have material to use to "make music".

My suggestions:

FIRST- Set up your rehearsal space.
You need:  A music stand at the right height, the right kind of chair if you need to sit to play
your instrument, good lighting, a pencil and a loud metronome. Access to the internet can
help too if you are listening to a recording. Music stands need to be set at eye height to
insure good posture which is very important for any instrument study. Chairs need to be
firm and without arms. (Not couches or beds which are springy) Lighting from above is
best - turn ceiling fans off-they distort your sound. Digital metronomes are fine if you can
pull the volume up to hear over your own instrument playing- Bluetooth speakers can help
too.

SECOND- Rehearsal strategies
Warmup- Play your scales!!!!!!!!!  Really.. play them. Use different rhythms (or for strings-
bowings as well). Play at least 3 times up and down. Don't cheat. If you miss a note either
restart or go back a few notes and try again. Learn how to learn from your mistakes.

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001xg7kMpL3_dV9jyRQyLcnZQD5VAgbmQcFhCZpYXW9XZbYejQJ182LY0URPY3YzVy8IYC6vUGGFlhQ4ZVUq2qJha9jHGKVtswkuH2lXj1m_SrWwRrtu7O0aoGTmqpi8t4C2jJzaAiOvz_LMfGcmDmux1cye8kPTTSAypEuIsF-LxQZuXKO_u-sT0zEbzQBMcdHXfCBnKii3vxHqT521ag2CQ==&c=&ch=
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Strengthen your weaknesses-
If it is pitch, play each pitch several times in a row so your ear has more chances to
register each pitch.
If it is rhythm review tricky rhythms and use them with every note of your scale.
If it is bowing (string players) or articulation, use different bowings/ articulations with each
note of your scale.
If it is dynamics, change your dynamics as you ascend and descend your scales.
Scale and Arpeggio practice should be your "playground"'to experiment with a variety of
ways to play your instrument and expand your technique.

Drill- 
You need to learn how to play passages correctly and then repeat them 10 times correctly.
If they are incorrect,  they do not count! Do not cheat! Be honest when you practice. There
are no trivial "slips". A slip is the beginning of a descent. Repeat correctly 3 times for every
miss you make in your music, and then move on. You need to be able to play all your
passages with a steady beat, aka with a metronome, before you move on. Again, do not
cheat. Get that metronome clicking!!!

FINALLY- Record yourself and evaluate.
Observe how you play and take notes on what you are doing. Check your posture,
breathing, steady beat and overall musicianship. Is your performance interesting? If not,
why? If yes, why?

We all need to record ourselves more. I do not enjoy it but I am better at performing
because of it. Playing with recordings helps as well. Get brave and submit yourself to
personal scrutiny.

Then enjoy. The more you drill your music the more you will enjoy performing because
when you perform you do not just play but you make the music your own and you begin to
interpret the music in a way that is personal.

Mrs. Morton happily practicing her viola in Prague.

BYOV'S SENIOR SENIOR: 
Recognizing Eliza Willett

By: Helen Martell, Music Director and Symphony Orchestra Conductor

Throughout the years, BYOV has been privileged to have entire families participate in our
ensembles. The Willett Family just graduated their third BYOV musician, Eliza.  We are so
thankful for the fifteen years of fantastic music making and incredible support from this
talented family.  

Rebecca was the trailblazer and a leader in our BYCO and BYSO violin sections from
2005-2011. Not only was she a talented violinist, but an incredible pianist as well.   I will



always remember the beautiful Grieg Piano Concerto that she performed with BYSO in
2010. We are pleased that Rebecca is now a professional pianist. Caroline is next in line
and started in Junior String Orchestra the year after Rebecca joined.  A "Four Orchestra
Award" winner, Caroline was also a leader throughout her time in BYOV.  The family is
celebrating two graduations this year!  Eliza's from high school and Caroline just
graduated from Wheaton College in May!  Congratulations!

My first memory of Eliza was of this little 5-year-old playing in Junior Strings who was
incredibly focused and had legs dangling from the chair.  She showed musical leadership
in all four BYOV ensembles and won the BYOV Concerto Competition three times: 
Concert Orchestra in 2013 with the Seitz Concerto No 3 conducted by Aaron Hardwick;
Symphony Orchestra in 2018 with Lalo Symphonie Espagnole movement V and again in
2020 with Sibelius Violin Concerto, movement 1.  All performances were masterfully
prepared and passionately performed.  After winning our competition this year, she won
the Hampton Roads Philharmonic Concerto Competition and performed the Sibelius again
in March 2020 under the baton of Steven Brindle.

Attending summer institutes, festivals and camps were an annual ritual for the family as
well as taking part in master classes with top notch teachers and performers. Eliza had the
honor of being chosen for the New World Symphony side-by-side program. She was
selected to be concert master this year with the NWS, but unfortunately, the coronavirus
cancelled that opportunity. In the Fall, she is heading off to the highly acclaimed Lynn
University to study Violin Performance.

The Willett siblings have challenged and inspired me over the years especially with
choosing music.  It was difficult to not repeat music when they were in BYSO.  As you can
see below, the Dvorak and Shostakovich were the only ones that got repeated.  Here is the
impressive list of symphonic works that the girls performed with BYSO over the years. 

Dvorak New World Symphony (2009 and 2018)
Tchaikovsky Symphony 4 (2010)
Sibelius Symphony No 2 (2011)
Shostakovich Symphony No 5 (2012 and 2020)
Mussorgsky Pictures at an Exhibition (2013)
Beethoven Symphony 7 (2014)
Rimsky Korsakov Scheherazade (2015)
Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique (2016)
Mahler Symphony No 1 (2017)
Tchaikovsky Symphony No 6 (2018)

And... we were a week away from playing Beethoven Symphony 5 and Rimsky Korsakov
Capriccio Espagnol with the VSO with Eliza as our concert master!  Sadly, the coronavirus
cancelled our plans.

We would like to thank Scott and Kim Willett for supporting your children in music and
trusting BYOV with your children's orchestral education experience.  Your involvement
with BYOV over the years has been greatly appreciated!  We will miss you!

"Bay Youth has taught me so many lessons that I will take with me for the rest of my life
that not only apply to music but other aspects of my life. I am so thankful for all of the
conductors who have influenced me as a musician and for everyone who makes this
organization possible." Eliza Willett 2020



One of Eliza's earliest BYOV events.

Performing as soloist with her orchestra.



  Final performance with BYOV as winner of BYSO's Concerto Competition, 2019.

Join Our Mailing List!

We Thank Our Sponsors
SUPPORT BYOV WITH THESE GREAT FUNDRAISERS!
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Follow Us! 
Like us on Facebook!
 

About Us
Bay Youth Orchestras of Virginia
P.O. Box 10897
Norfolk, VA 23513
757-618-1800
richards.byov@gmail.com
www.bayyouth.org
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